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letic batter. Baker fanned.
three
the
last
this
in
dren
city, during
!a messenger ran up to the minority The sedate and the gay all of one
e;!scs hnve been Identified. However, ;Srnneled her with a cord.
for
Clovis, N. M., Oct. S. Four jurors
Mathewson sent up a
of a rat in since so many dangerous bacteria are
a negro said to answer to the de-- : leader with another bulletin.
mind,
Mcinnis filed to had been selected In the trial of weeks and the finding
the third strike.
in
miDonic
with
beattie unrecognized, the presence of a large ;8Cription of the man wanted Tor the "That being out of order," said Mr. And those that wore born to the
plague
James Lynch for the murder of Roy fected
Burns. No runs, one hit, one error.
in
Instance
that
each
death
say
number of bacteria constitutes a pos-- j murder of Miss Leegson was taken Mann, rising to another parliamentary
manor.
Second Inning.
Woofter, city marshall of Roswell, They
was due to colitis, resulting from the sibe danger that the water may
' First Half Plank had nice control three years
a box car at Delphi, Indiana,
inquiry, "I would ask if it would be
ago, when
proceedings
was
which
of
fruit
picked munlcate disease, and the greater the day and will be held for examination in order to announce that Baker of Here's to the rising sun, our emblem
and easily fanned Bums. Shafer flied were suddenly stopped today by the
out to Murphy. Plank shot two Btrikes proof that the fourth juror accepted green and forced to a ripened state. !nilmber of bacteria, the greater the jbv Chicago detectives.
Philadelphia, had just knocked a
bright.
home run and that the score is now And to our colors, white and yellow,
over on Murray in quick succession. bad declared against capital punish
menace.
5 to 1 in favor of the Athletics."
Here's to the kindly greetings heard
Then gave him a ball. Murray fanned ment on his way to court, but later ELECTED PRESIDENT OF
"I have submitted samples of the RELIGIOUS FANATIC KILLS
EPISCOPAL DEPUTIES. water to eminent sanitary engineers. A
in- "That is not a parliamentary
THREE AND HIMSELF
reaching wildly for an out curve swore that he would vote the death
tonight.
which he missed by a foot. No runs, penalty, if the evidence justified it.
quiry," announced the chairman.
New York, Oct. 8.- - The Rev. Dr. copy of a letter from Mr. E. E. Wall,
May Time touch lightly, each heart so
St'.
Mcof
a
no hits, no errors.
fit
8.
In
relig-of
commissioner
Oct.
water
as
a
mellow.
when qualifying
Alexander Mann, rector of Trinity present
Liverpool.
juror. Judge
Second Half Doyle
tossed out Clure took a recess until tomorrow church, Boston, was elected this aft- Louis, is incorporated in this report jious mania today, a youthful church COPPER STOCKS SHOW
DECREASE FOR SEPTEMBER. Here's to the best that our hearts can
Strunk at first and made a nice play morning, when the indictment will be ernoon, president of the house of dep- (See. App. I.) as indicating their opln-- ! worker here, William McDonald, ran
of it. Murray out on a high fly to passed upon. The court ruled that a uties of the Protestant Episcopal iens. quoting from above letter: 'The amuck with a loaded revolver and
irive,
8. The To the world and Its motly crew,
New York, N. Y.,
Oct.
Burns. Mathewson put over two juror's views on the .'prohibition church by a vote of 250 to 242 over use of such water should be vigorous- - jkilled three of his fellow church work-lof
statement
the
Btrikes on Lapp and Lapp fanned on question should not be considered. the Rev. W. T. Manning, rector of
Producers'
To the beautiful life we ought to
Copper
opposed on the ground that it is;ers. He then committed suicide,
the third ball pitched him. It was The murder grew out of the enforce- Trinity church of New York.
The four young people were active association for September shows a
live,
unclean and offends the instinctive de-In
stocks of 8.520,943 pounds
as the decrease
Dr. Mann was the candidate of the
workers for a sect known
ment of the prohibition ordinance in
on
low church element.
page four).
(Continued
compared with August.
"Church of Humanity.'
Roswell.
(Continued on page 8).
(Continued on page three).
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WAKE UP
CROSS OR FEVERISH?

SAYS AU REVOIR,!

If Tongue Is Coated
Look Mother!
Give "California Syrup'of Figs"
to Clean the Bowels.

i
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MOST KIND
By Gilson Gardner.)
Washington, I). C, Oct. 8. There
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THESE DAYS OF MODERN METHElectricity plays a most important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Qood light
that Is easy on the eyes is very much to be
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and Meat, $3.50 per
$2.50 " "
Oyster Shells,
Meat Scraps, 1.
$ .05 " lb.
"
Ground Charcoal,
$ .03 "

s

.

8,

EGG PRODUCERS
cwt.
Green Cut Bone

Mother! Your child isn't naturally
cross and peevish. See if tongue is
coated, this is a sure sign its little
stomach, liver and bowels need a
cleansing at once.
When listless, pale, feverish, full of
cold, breath bad, throat sore, doesn't
eat, sleep or act naturally, has stomach ache, diarrhoea, remember, a gentle liver and bowel cleansing should
always be the first treatment given.
N'othing equals "California Syrup of
iKS" for children's ills; give a tea- si oonful, and in a few hours all the
fcul waste, sour bile and fermenting
Ic od which
is clogged in the bowels
iisses out of the system, and you
jve a well and playful child again.
Ail children love this harmless, delic-i- '
ius "fruit laxative," and it never
f:,ils to effect a good "inside cleansing,
Directions for babies, children of all
are plainly on the
agt s and grown-upbo l tie.
Keep it handy in your home. A
given today saves a sick child tomorrow, but get the genuine. Ask
bottle of
your druggist for a
"California Syrup of Figs," then look
and see that it is made by the "Call'
Counter
Fi gyrun Company."
rtjts al.e ueing soiu uere- Don't be

here that the Wilson administration
and planning to put LIKED HIS TRIP TO
is preparing
through congress a comprehensive
PUEBLO DE TESUQUE
plan (or the nationalization and gov
ernment operation of telephones and
telegraphs.
"I say au revoir' because 1 expect
come back to Santa Fe where all
real
was
the
who
man
the
Maryland,
I have
mef ti, nnrr.pl not legislation, ol 3 u were 131081 K,nu 10
in every- interested
been
intensely
bills
looking
is working on tentative
I saw and I can not express my
to this end which will probably be in thing
of the hospitality extend
traduced in the December session appreciation
A. Moon, of Ten-- ! eu;
John
Representative
.
Sn Raid Drill .Tnan Riano minister
w
is
PHONE 85 MAIN.
nf ihB l,n,,HR. Is hIso under-- ' oi Spain to the United States, ho
now speeding on the limited to Chi
stood to be considering the introduc- AM?LRETAIL
1
lion of such a bill. The government cago.
Don Juan made a whirlwind tour of
and teleownership of telegraphs
environs yesterday. He
FACTORY WOOD
phones, if accomplished, would, of Santa Fe and
SWASTIKA LUMP
rnin-alie n function of the uostoflice seemed "tickled to death." (as some 00iefii
WOOD
SAWED
CERRILLOS LUMP
the trip to the
department just as It is in practically one expressed it) at
CORD WOOD
Pueblo de Tesuque where the Indians
STEAM COAL
all European countries.
him as he took a peep at DRESSED AS MAN
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
The most significant steps in this dl- - M
to
are
ITRIESTO FLIRT
TRailroad
F.
S.
rection. however,
likely
&
Depot
Montezuma Avenue, near A.,
tions about their "city government."
taken by the interstate commerce
On the way out to Tesuque the lieucommission. Since last February the
Pittsburg, Pa., Oct. R. Mrs. Allie
commission has been conducting ex- tenant governor, E. C. de Baca, sat on Trimble, a young Butler county woon
the
Celso
and
one
side
Lopez
Mayor
tensive investigations into the operaman, dressed in men's clothes of the
Don Juan, in the center, fired
tion, rates in force, capitalization and other.
.'atest style and cut, was arrested here
at
both.
questions
other features of the telegraph-telephonwhile Bhe was carrying on a flirtation
The great divide, reached after with a
monoply. This investigation re
young high schol girl in the
Circle
West
sulted from the action of former A- traveling half of the Sena
End.
MSWOL, NEW MEXICO.
drive, fascinated the Spaniard who
Mrs. Trimble attracted the attention
ttorney General AVickersham, who
ferred the matter to the commission guzed at the vast panorama which lay of Policeman Harry Dixon by the
'The West Point of ihe Southwest.
before him. "This is magnificent," he
on January 23 last.
,sinallness of her hands and feet and
said with undisguised admiration.
Ranked as "Distinguished
her coquetry.
What the probable recommendavisit
In
the
the
afternoon
diplomat
tions of the commission in the matter
Questioning the "man," Dixon asInstitution " by the U S.
other
and
Old
ed
Palace
the
buildings.
niay be, are not of course, known. But About 5:30 he started for Lamy, his certained her identity and then lockWar Department.
ed her tip. She was later discharged
this fact Is known: that several of the
in two automobiles,
Located In the beautiful Pecos
whom she
.by Magistrate W'i':
commissoners probably a party traveling
interstate
din
Arrived at Lamy a delightful
Valley.S,700feetabove sealevel,
'said: .
of them are actually in
majority
air
Open
Covern
Ortiz.
flay.
sunshine every
ner was spread at El
"Your honor, T dress as a man so
favor of government ownership and were
work throughout the entire ses
laid for eight: Don Jua'i, LieuConditions for physical
Ion.
operation, rather than government tenant Governor 3e Baca, Col. J. A. that I can earn my own living. I was
The significance of this
flirting with the girl, because I love
and mental development are
regulation.
,
aa cannot be found
lDEA.I-su- ch
situation lies in the fact that there is Massie. former Mayor ArthurW. Gill- - to fool the giddy girls. It makes me
Mr. Justice Hanna, J.
elsewhere In America. Foursmile every time 1 think how easy and
alreadv on the statute books M-teen office and Instructors, all
managing editor of the New Ernllihle the women are for a handsome
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to
but
known
people
trough
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from
of
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It.
graduates
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and a imle flattery."
eld law under which the federal gov-c- i Mexican; Speaker
Ten buildings,
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nment actually lias authority which hcuse of representatives and Seen
modem In every respect,
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could be used io purchase the tele- tsry Van Stone, of the Santa Fe
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Regents
This is an act of August ber of Commerce all representing the
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graph
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E. A. CAHOON, President.
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"An act to aid in construction of a pleased at this last
Willes-Barre- ,
JOHN W. PXX, Secretary.
Pa., Oct. 8 By climbSanta Feans
railroad and telegraph line from the and shook all of the
W. A, FINLAY.
out on the bumper of a trolley car,
ing
for
he
as
hand
the
started
by
,
Missouri river to the Pacific ocean, and warmly
emwhich stopped especially for Thomas McDowell, a conductor
,1 For particulars and illustrated
to secure to the government the use his train
the Wllles-BarrRailway
by
ployed
address,
out
the
of
bim.
Passengers peeped
4
of the same for postal, military and
to see "who was who" as Company, snatched Annie Porten,
I
other purposes." A provision of this windows
COL. J AS. W. WILLSON, Supt.
her
saved
and
rails
from
the
years,
his
climbed
the
steps,
up
act makes it possible for the govern- the minister
on the brass railing and the .life, when the motorman Thomas Ford,
ment at any time to purchase the lines ltft hand
was unable to stop the car because of
an "au revoir."
,of any telegraph company to which other waving
if
slippery rails. "
the
government
has been granted by
The car was coming down a grade
or
loan
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bond
at fair speed, when the Porten child
ARCHAEOLOGICAL
"any subsidy in land
of credit." The act provides that the
ran from the sidewalk to the middle
NOTES
SOCIETV
to
of the track. Ross tried hard to bring
government shall have the power
comhis car to a standstill, but the slipappraise the properties of "such
panies as file acceptance of the act
The following permanent commit-tt.e- pery rails made it impossible. Mcwith the postmaster general." If they
have been appointed to map out Dowell was called on the bumper. As
do not file such acceptance they are nnd take up the year's work for the the car came near the child he leaned
tiespassers on a "post road" (rail- Archaeological Society of New Mex- forward and snatched her from danger.
roads which carry mail are post roads) ico:
under the decision of the courts. As a
Historic Dates B. M. Read, chairmatter of fact all the telegraph com man; R. E. Twitchell, L. B. Prince, S.
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IS REAL
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punies have
Fruitvale, Cal., Oct. 8. Leaping in
Morley, L. B. Bloom, A. M. Man(.
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and so are subject
front of a speeding street car, Bobbie
Roberts,
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Acknowleded lo be the Scenic Line PAR EXCELLENCE
and Durchase by the government at
Folk Lore Mrs. I, H. Rapp, chair-A- . Long, fi. saved the life of his
Both boys started to cross
M. brother.
any time.
OF ALL AMERICA.
man; Mrs. W. S. Harroun, Mrs
The provisions of this act would Bergere, Mrs. Weltmer, Miss Conrad, the track ahead of the car. Bobbie
stepped back, but the younger brother
also undoubtedly apply to any tele- Miss Olson, Mrs. Nordhaus.
Reminiscences Antonio J. Lucero, kept on. Then Bobble plunged in
phone company whose lines are also
liked for telegraphing
purposes, as chairman; Jose D. Sena, N. B. Laugh-lin- , front of the racing car and dragged
his brother back.
are. In addition to this, it is
Mrs. B. M. Thomas, Nestor
many
1913.
Effective September 25th to Otober 10th,
Samuel Eldodt, Mrs. W. T.
seriously claimed that this act also apThornton.
plies to other telephone companies,
commerce
as the interstate
Landmarks E. L. Hewett, chairOne way Colonist Excursion Tickets will be on sale from
law groups together "telegraph, tele- man; W. H. Pope, C. J. Roberts, RaSanta Feto all points in Utah, Nevada, California, Montana,
phone and cable companies (whether fael Romero, Amado Chaves, A. F.
w ire or wireless)."
It is believed that Spiegelberg, E. C. Abbott.
Idaho, Oregon and Washington.
this law makes a telephone, cable or
Pnblicitiy Paul A. F. Walter, chair,
wireless company synonymous with a man; John R. McFie, James U
K. N. Chapman, R. F. Asplund,
Taurist Sleeping Cars ) between
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that the act would apply to all of Charles M. Stauffer, J. W. Giddings.
Colorado Common Points and All Points West, with privilThe publicity committee has met
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at Intermediate Points.
ege of a ten day stop-ovAs a matter of fact it is probable and in accordance with a resolution
that whatever action is taken in con- of the Archaeological society made argress on this matter will look rather rangements for a monthly bulletin to
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ing. It was a rase of taking your upon the churches by the increased
size of the cities and the floods of
congregation along with you.
"The problems of the cities have immigrants who come to this country
become the problems of the churches. unacquainted with the language and,
Civilization has imposed imoii the customs and find themselves engulfed'
After 40 Years of Work, the Rev. churches, increased and varied work. in a maelstrom.
Whitlock Can't Remain Out of the if ilas t0 n)P(,( tile s0,.ia n,rorm that
IS
oo ne njs linen i,narge,,as
it REPORTED GOVERNMENT
)rr.n sweeping the COUlllrv:
PACIFIC'
TO SUE SOUTHERN
of Another Flock.
must meet the problem of the poor
San Francisco, Oct. s. Information
girl who has not an adequate w.ige
(Special Correspondence).
to enable her to live decently and lias been received here, according to
Toledo, O.. Oct. S. "Yes sir, I'm a morally; it must combat with the prob- a morning newspaper, that the government is about to initiate suit under the
what is it yon cull if.' a 'come hack.' lem of caring for the young
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t
law against the
That's it. Feel just like an old fire who come into the city without a place .Sherman
Southern Pacific, company, by which
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time. I'm anxious to get back into the
"The social reform is a good thing. the Southern
Pacific, through owner-'chi'harness."
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It
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help
brings
of its line traversing Arizona and
It was the Rev. E. D. Whitlock, into active work people who otherfather of Hrand Whitlock, of Toledo, wise might not come to church at all. Texas, and its Central Pacific line to
who spoke. After 40 years of active
The only way (he problem of the straint"of ,rall,;.
service in the ministry, Dr. Whitlock inadequacy of the wage for girls can
BLADDER
......
i
i
1(1 J1IU1,"
lfcM!t:M Willi'
u u.in nmu t,1 ...:n
a be met is through the universal chris
retired two years ago, following
to
in the South-- I
iilar
those
MethoAt
of
the
presented
illness.
long
period
tianization of the social order busi
Backache, rheumatism, and all kidney and bladder disorders
Pacific dissolution.
conference at Urbana last week ness, commerce and trade. Then men ern Pacific-Unioare caused from weak inactive kidneys, which fail to filter out dist
of the in society will get the view of Christ PRESIDENT NOMINATES
he was assigned as pastor
the poisons, and keep the blood pure. The only way to Spring street Methodist Episcopal in regard to the
TEXAS U. S. MARSHAL.
great humanity, and
positively and permanently cure such troubles is to remove church here.
the rich and the
the people in the
Washington, D. ('., Oct. 8. John J.
the cause. The reason why Foley Kidney Pills are the best ' began my ministry in l?7:i in slums and on thepoor,boulevards
will be
of Madisonville, Texas, has
medicine for kidney and bladder troubles is because they are Darke county, Ohio," reminisced Dr. brought into such relation that each Herring
been chosen by President Wilson as
of
those healing, strengthening and restorative Whitlock. "At that time my circuit will care for the other.
made wholly
U. S. marshal for the southern district
ingredients that nature needs to build up and renew these im- embraced five different churches of "The problems have been forced of Texas.
portant and vital organs. See that you get Foley Kidney Pills the log variety. Some Sundays I
for your kidney and bladder troubles. They are tonic in action, preached three times.
"The nearest church to my home
quick to give good results, and contain no harmful drugs.
was 11 miles. I used to make the trips
OF
CAPITAL PHARMACY.
on horseback that is, when my par- -

Weak, Inactive Kidneys Cause
Much Trouble

OLDEST CIRCUIT-RIDER
IS COMING BACK."

OHIO'S

PRISON REFORMER WHO ENTER PRISON CELL
TO INVESTIGATE CONVICTS LIVES.

r
til

anti-trus-
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W

IS PRESIDENT

HOTEL ARRIVALS.
Montezuma Hotel.
F. T. Frawley, Pueblo.
William M. Caldwell, City.
Mrs. William M. Caldwell
F. P. Marron, City.

City.

Charles McOarty and family (5).
Roswell.
Miss Bryant, Portales.
Mrs. W. S. Kelsey, Portales.
Carri-zozMr. and Mrs. Henry Corn,
A. D.

Wilbanks, French.

S. P. Jones, Kansas City.
C. H. Taylor, Goodrich Tires.
.fesse Ij, NuBbaum, City.
Mrs. George W. Young .
Wells and wife, Denver.
Percy E. Quinn and wife, McComb
City, Miss.
A. R. Higbee, Los Angeles.
A. E. D. Onnan, Denver.
William, H. Harris. Jr., Gladstone.
ft. E. Bryant, Kl Paso.
Robert Bryant, El Paso.
De Vargas.
Mrs. Jos. E. Rhea, Roswell.
Mrs. Job. Anderson, Roswell.
Neil B. Field, Albuquerque.
Mrs. S. C. Nutter, Clovis.
Mrs. W. H. Brown, Clovis.
Mrs. J. M. Peacock, Roswell.
Mrs. Marguerite Schmiddlc, Silver

'City.

OWNED

Mrs. J. A. Constant, Estancia.
Horace Harper, Artesla.
Mrs. oJhn York, East Las Vegas.
Mrs. John York, East Las Vegas.
Miss L. R. Fenton, Wagon Mound.
Mrs. Roy W. Prentice, E. Las Vegas.
Carl Schwarz, Omaha, Neb.
David Beer, New York.
Mrs. Cora A. Kellam, Albuquerque.
Mrs. W. H. Morris, Gallup.
L. Stein, Kansas City.
J. C. Frankel, New York.
Mrs. Tomilson, Fort Roswell.

New York, Oct. 8 Sidney Alcott,
who says he Is the unluckiest moving
picture actor in the world, arrived on

the Adriatic.
His bad luck was with him on the
voyage.

While taking his part of the detective in the smuggling photo play on
shipboard, Alcott was lowered over
the ship's side in evening clothes to
peek through a port hole at the villain
with his undeclared diamonds.
Just as he swung far down the ship's
side on a rope a port note above open
ed and a cook dumped a can of refuse
on him. Then an engine room ex
haust opened and drenched him with
dirty water. Outside of that his trip
was uneventful.

THE REV. E.

D.

WHITLOCK.

ishioners were generous but a great
deal of my traveling was done on
foot.

"Life in those days was very Bimple.
Mrs. R. N. Rannelie, Urbana, Ohio.
these
Not much like church-goinMrs. W. S. Given, Urbana, Ohio.
days, when people come in big autoW. T. Thorn, Jr., Washington, D. C.
mobiles and carriages and street ears.
Mrs. Theresa B. White, Silver City.
"One trip, 1 remember, we made
It will not pay you to waste your
Mrs. F. S. Cox, Silver City.
time wrting out your legal forms on a hand car. I'd load Mrs. Whitlock
Mrs. A. Le Argenbaught, Silver City. when you can get them already print- and some of the women on the car
Mrs. C. H. Shannon, Carlsbad.
and away we'd go. And you bet the
ed at the New Mexican Printing
Mrs. L. E. Sherwood, Tucumcari.
women folk took their turn at pump- -

The
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MINE

AND OPERATED BY WOMEN

f

MOVIE ACTOR IS
UNLUCKY STAR

PAGE THREE

it me trusts were Managed
By
Women." Savs Miss Crafts "Them!
1
Woud Be No Need of Sherman
Laws."
San Francisco, Calif., Oct. 8. The
Alaska Garnet Mining and Manufacturing company, of Wrangell, Alaska,
a $1,non,noO corporation, is an enterprise that gives silent testimony in
woman's financial genius. Mrs. Lettie
Crafts, Its president, who is here to
arrange for a concession and an exhibit at the Panama Pacific exposition,
' its head. She is one of today's
women who will make the fiction writers stop star gazing and turn their attention to the "here and now."
Miss Crafts is the only woman presi
dent of a mining company composed
solely of women.
At the Alaska-YukoPacific exposition in Seattle in 1!)09 this women's
garnet company was the only concession lhat came out with a balance on
the credit side of the ledger.
The concesison paid because it was
run by women, but the comnanv's list
,v,,ss Lettie Craft8 Psaent of a
of officers shows what sort of women
the officers of the company are: Miss Successful Mining Company Run By
lettie Crafts, president, former occu-- Vomen'
pation. assistant librarian in the
in
However, these have nothing
versuy or .Minneapolis, .num.; .viiss to
say.
They simply draw their divi- Anna E. Durkee, secretary and general
tlends.
manager formerly head of the worn
Mlss
ee, who bought and
en's department of the Penn Mutual
Insurance eonmanv. In Minne-- veloped the mine, is superintending
apolis; Mrs. Minnie H. Taylor, vice- - and managing it. In fact, women do
ptesldent, home woman; Miss Mary T. everything but picking and shoveling,
"Women are more honest in busi- Elmer, treasurer, formerly a trained
nurse.
ness and less apt to try to freeze out
The fifteen directors of the com- Ithe little stockholders,"
said Miss
pany are all women engaged In various Crafts, "therefore, they make better
business pursuits, with one or two cap- - promoters. If the. trusts were
The stockholders are mostly aged by women, there would be no
women, although a few men have been need of a Sherman law."

THOMAS

M. OSliORNK.

"THOMAS

Auburn, Oct. I!. Thomas Molt Osalias "Thomas Brown," philan- thropist, reformer and millionaire, has
entered Auburn penitentiary as a con
vict in order to find out. just how a
Osconvict lives and has being.
borne is credited with supplying some
of the oxygen which was used in re- viving the corpse of the Democratic
in the state of New York.
A Harvard graduate, a inaniit actur-er of harvesting machinery, a keen
student of municipal, stale and national politics, he entered political life
as mayor of Auburn, gave the. city a

BROWN.'

highly creditable and profitable admin-bornistration, served as a trustee for the
George Junior Republic and was a
member of the public service commis
sion appointed by Governor Hughes.
He was mentioned as a candidata
for the Democratic nomination
for
governor to succeed Hughes and was
fish and game warden of the Btate.
borne Is a t rustee of Wellesly College,
has traveled extensively and written
several hooks of travel.
He is XA
years old.
Osborne is chairman of the New
York commission on prison reform.

e,

pounds pressure and provision made
for quickly furnishing said pressure;
otherwise stated the pipe system is of
(Continued from page one).
ample size, but their strength must be
determined by tests.
sire of everyone to have for his use
The Large Reservoir.
to
all appear
water that is at least
"As to the water stored in the large
reservoir for use during drought, it is
ances, clean.'
"My investigations and tests estab- of such character to be unfit for use
lishes the fact that the water after and its use should be prohibited unbeing taken from tho Santa Fe creek less clarified and puritled by some
deteriorates by accumulation of for- method of filtration.
"My decision is that the water now
eign matter in suspension from each
successive step in delivering same to being delivered to the city is not
'pure, clear or wholesome' as stiputhe users in the city;
"First:
By open unpaved and un lated by the terms of the franchise
nor in your writer's opinion can the
it need ditch.
"Second: Passing through reser requirements be fulfilled by the present equipments of the company.
voirs which are shallow and unpav- "It is ridiculous and at the same
eJ and through settling basins and distributing basin which are unpaved, of time an insult to an intelligent mind
material unsuited for sanitary con- for one to make claim that water that
struction uncovered and in which are does not by analysis show poisonous
minerals or pathogenic germs, but is
growing weeds, grass and algae and
highly colored, carrying large quantilow forms of animal life.
ties of
grow th, and low ani"Third: And by being distributed mal life,vegetable
and is offensive in odor and
through pipes in which have been ac- taste, is 'pure, clear and wholesome
cumulating sediment composed of water.
sand and alluvial soil carrying animal
(Signed) HIRAM PHILIPPS.
and vegetable life. This deposit is so
Consulting Engineer.
considerable that after using lire
Mr. Owen Replies.
is
water
highly colored,
hydrants, the
When shown the above report Mancarries large amount of sediment and ager Frank Owen of the Santa Fe Wain offensive to look, taste and smell." ter and Light company took out his
Fire Pressure.
pencil and wrote the following re".My conclusion is that effective fire ply:
pressure can be provided by the com"I have examined Mr. Phillips' repany's present equipment if repeated port in a cursory way and have nbth- pressure tests are made to develope ing to say further than that the water
breaks that will be developed by 100 served to the citizens of Santa Fe
has been chemically analyzed and examined for bacteria and has been deKATALLA, SEAPORT FOR BERING RfVER COAL FIELDS, NODS AS IT WAITS FOR UNCLE clared time and again to be almost a
perfect water.
"Mr. Phillips demanded and got a
SAM TO OPEN IIP WONDERFUL STORES OF ANTHRACITE.
fire test of very high pressure immeE. O. SAWYER, DAILY NEW MEXICAN'S
diately preceding his samples and his
SPECIAL COMMISSIONER, INVESTIGATING
OF
TREASURES
OUR NORTHERN EMPIRE, SEES A COUNTRYSIDE AWAITING THE TOUCH THAT WILL TURN ITS
experience should have taught him
that he would create a condition of
DROSS TO GOLD.
following such a test.
turbidity
Water works engineers and operators
could take such a course to cause
such a condition.
"
"Such turbidity as would be caused
'
by suddenly raising the pressure is
the most common experience in water
works' practice and no practical man
would claim that this represented in
any way NORMAL operating condi-IS SANTA

FE'S WATER
PURE AND CLEAR.

i

Uni-j1(- ,t

'

e

1

j

1

1

ALBUQUERQUE

ions.

"For myself I should without doubt
demand such a test, and would immediately take samples IF I WISHED
TO CAST SUSPICION ON A WATER
SUPPLY.
"Mr. Phillips quotes the German
Standard. 1 suggest there might be
In Uertnany
jan American standard.
water supply is directly under the supervision of the government and the
government undertakes the treatment
of same. The standard is therefore
very high.
"We are pleased that Mr. Phillips'
i
chemists do not find any 'dangerous'
element."

October 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, II, 1913.
An immense display of Farm Products, Horses, Mules, Cattle,

Sheep, Swine, Poultry and Pet Stock, Vegetables, Fruits,
Grains and Grasses, Farm Machinery. Wagons, Automobiles, Carriages, Buggies, Merchants' Displays, Musical Instruments, Flowers, Fancy
Work, Pictures and Household Articles.

i
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Spirited Speed Contests,

Base!

Katalia, Alaska, Nearest Port to Bering River Coal Fields; and at Bottom M. S. Hibbard, Mineral Inspector
for the U. S. Department of the Interior, and the U. S. Cruiser Maryland on Way to Take on Coal For Navy Test.
on Bering river, was brought here by the railroad builders began to fight,
(By E. O. Sawyer.)
officials of the government
fell out
steamer by Seattle.
Katalia, Alaska, Oct. 8. Haul a
of Bering river coal into the railCordova, the other possible coaling over the granting of coal claim
THE MERRIAM WEBSTER
center in Alaska, has both a harbor
and things reached such a stage
way station here and you will start
Tho
Only New unabridged dicreal estate boom the like of which has and a railroad that leads somewhere. that President Uoosevelt withdrew all
in many years.
tionary
never been seen outside of Los An- Put still Katalla's harbor would be as the coal land from entry.
Mrvmtnins tho vith and essence
Katalia is almost deserted now. The
good if dredged and a breakwater
geles.
of an authoritative library.
Cordova's harbor, too, needs only Industry is in oil a few patents
Let a government collier tie up at built.
Covers every field of knowlto oil lands having been granted.
this wharf to load and town lots here di edging.
edge. An Encyclopedia in a
The most important local event in
Should Uncle Sam decide to open
will go up a hundred dollars a front
single book.
of
two
was
fields
build
the
arrival
a
road
last
And
coal
and
the
the
in
ten
minutes.
fcot
about
years
Bering
just
The Only Dictionary with the
now you can buy a whole lot for "30 to tidewater, Cordova expects to be the U. S. S. Maryland to take aboard
New Divided rage.
:
S5ft
coal
center
tons
as
depart-for
the
of
the
the
for
chosen
cents Mex!"
operanavy
2700 Pages.
Words.
400,000
from
necesment
test.
of
railroad
This was gathered
Katalia, here, is a town that was tions. The 40 miles
6000 Illustrations. Cost nearly
Corthe claims of the famous Cunningham
built on a "scheme."
sary to do this are estimated hy
half a million dollars.
t
The scheme included wholesale min-- ! dova people as a cheaper investment group over which Ballinger and
Let us teil you about tLL3 mcst
of a harbor
battled.
remarkable single volume.
ing of Bering river coal, building ot than the maintenance
The navy test coal was mined in
several railroads and as many docks which would have to be constantly
Write for sample
;
condi-Katalla's 1!'12 under adverse weather
and the sale of said coal to "ultimate dredged as they insist
ges, lull partions and was ferried down the Bering
ticulars, etc
consumers" along the Pacific coast at would have to he.
.
m But the United States
The Bering river country east of river in flat boats. It is contended by
a lai proiil.
ueparunem vi uie uueriur, urgeu uu Katalia is one of nature's most re- Alaska citizens that much of the coal
by prospective "ultimate consumers," markable fuel factories. There you was broken up In handling and in
spoiled the scheme at least its imme- can find coal in every stage of the such bad shape from being exposed
diate consummation, and Katalia went making from decayed vegetation and all winter as well as being splashed
to sleep!
peat through all grades of lignite and with salt water in getting it aboard
There are seven miles of railroad soft coal to very ancient nnd granite- the Maryland that the test cannot
show its real value.
here, leading nowhere, nor is there like anthracite.
In the days when they were going
station nor dock: the million dollar
(Sawyer's next Alaskan letter will
wharf built by the Guggenheims hav- tc build a railroad from Katalia to
MerriM C.
ing been washed away by a storm. The the coal fields, every other man in bt written at Valdez, after his visit to
town had a coal claim. When actual the famous Matanuska coal fields.
only coal in town, besides a few
II1
specimens from choice veins construction work was commenced, Ed.)

INTERNATIONAL
DICTIONARY
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slstent ball, and this, with the ragged
pluying at times of Santa Rita, enjabied the Pass City aggregation to)
pile up a lead early in the game.
They never were In danger of being
headed.

IffcU UUJ

THE CAPITAL PHARMACY

called off, wet grounds.

I WISH? ? ?

1913.

8,

ersooal Guarantee
to ai Skin Sufferers"

j

IT

OCTOBER

WEDNESDAY,

"O'RGURKE" IS

GAME

We have been In business tn tMs town bottle will cost you nothing, you alone
for some time, and we dia looi)n;j to to judge.
liiiild up trade liy alwuys advising our
Again and asain we have seen how 8
few drops of this simple wash applied
riolit.
to
how-founthe skin, takes away tiie itch, inRo wlicn ve toll von that wo
tiie eczema remedy and tnet we stantly, And the cures all seem to ba
permanent.
back of it with the manufacturer's
D.
IN AT
Prescription of made by tlio
MATHEWS INSISTS ON WEIGHING
Iron dad guarantee. bucke-- by ourselves D. D. 1.D. D.Laboratories
Chicago. 13
it thitt wa tive our
von Ciin drnenil
of thymol, glvcerine, oil of
h few lottlK composed
136 RINGSIDE, WHICH IS 4 POUNDS ndvit-- not tn order to
and
soothintr.
liealinK.
other
wintergreen
of medicine to
pufferero,
ingredients. And if, you art
we.Jiiow liow it will hel;i our cooling1
WEIGHS
THAN
"TOMMY"
HEAVIER
Just crazy with itch, von v.lil feel
business if we help our patrons.
soothed, and cooled, the
absolutely
At Pittsburgh-Pittsbu- rgh
all the well wasiied away the momentlichyou
HE
SHOWS
IS NOT
Wp ketnn pfof!; and
applied
4
8
0
Nationals...
remedies. Hut we will sny this D. D. D.
known
i
We hate 'made fast friends of inoro"
ore xufferinK from any
tills;
Cleveland Americans . .
AFRAID AND AGREES.
....3 fl 2
one
eczema,
kind, of sl-itrouble,
psoriasis, than
family by recommending this
(Twelve innings.)
rash or tpttcjj we want you to try p full remedy to a skin sufferer here and
flza botlle of 11. D. D. PliSLiiptiun. there and we want you to try it ntW
y
On
this
the work,
on our positive
Kuuruntee.
And, if it dous uot
Final arrangements have been
EL PASO TEAM WINNER IN
to
carnival
hided for the big boxing
SECOND GAME OF FAIR
on the road work each
l.e held at the Elks theatre
morning, and sparring that when he met O'Rourke before the
Albuquerque, X, M., Oct. 8. El vening of October 20th, and Pro- - with Durand and such local talent, as articles called for straight Queens-bur- y
conPaso broke into the state fair chain-rio- moter Gregg will announce all
rules and clean breaks, but this
can be dug up in the afternoons. He
within also
baseball toiimani'.-:-y steiday Mi slants in the preliminaries
plays handball and does general time the men will protect themselves
by beating Santa Rita, 13 to 7, in a t lie next day or so.
gymnasium work and physical culture a!. all times and Pierce thinks that his
slugfest. Kl Paso made a record in
Matthews Really a Welter.
exercises, u Kourke is sucti a master advantage in weight and rough tactics
southwestern
bv
baseball history
Well, to
In the headliner or main event what oi' ring generalship and the manly art may bring home the bacon.
stea.ling a total of eleven bases in two !( eked like a hitch has been overcome, that he does not feel the necessity for sum it up, he is the veteran of some
innings.
ring battles, but
iu I'ierce Mathews, seems leary of a great deal of actual moxing in prepa- one hundred
Nolan, who started the box work To.nmy O'Rourke and being like many ration for his bouts and his great if he bests Tommy he will most cerfor the Miners, lasted less than two
other pretended light weights, really knowledge of gymnastics and anatomy tainly have to be there.
inning, and Rube Y?eks relieved more of a welter, has been holding out erable him as a matter of fact to
unhim.
Rube
lasted
However,
only
a weiuht of 138 pounds ringside, really get in the finest form and fettle
It will not pay you to waste your
til the end of the first half of the lor
from time wrting out your legal forms
t.ut the weight question has been com' practically without assistance
third. As he was leaving the box, af130
ringside. At that others if he so desires. However, he
you can get them already printter having retired the side Umpire promised at
is giving away several pounds. has sufficient material with which to ed at the New Mexican Printing
Tommy
him
for using proEckstone, "called"
to
132,
about
to.
wants
down
now
do as much sparring as he
fane language, and In the argument He is right
enter the ring at Oi course there is no local material
which followed. Weeks was ordered to and will probably
the
of
in
spite
upon which he, as a matter of fact,
leave the park, which he did. Steiger about that weight, but
feels supreme dares to really cut lose, being a huthen went to pitch and finished the handicap in averdupois to
St.
best the
' confidence in his ability
mane young man,
game.
considerable
Loins lad as he did on a former occasMatthews expresses

Pittsburg vs. Cleveland.
or
Oct. 8. Hendrix
Pittsburg,
Otoole for Pittsburg and Mitchell and
Sleen for Cleveland are probable
pitching selections for today for the
third game of the series between the
Pittsburg Nationals and Cleveland
Americans.

TO THE

CORE

For quick results, a
little "WANT."

j

The game was featured by heav;
hitting, each club garnering thirteen
hits, but Kl Paso played the more con

t confidence that he will stop O'Rourke
of inside of ten roupds foi the reason
miles
several
Is
doing
Tommy

ion,

,

New Mexican Want
brloK results. Try It.
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STARS IN THE WORLD'S SERIES NOW BEING PLAYED.
NEW YORK WINS TODAY 3 to 0.

Second Half Mathewson took ColNo runs, no hits, no errors,
lin's bounder and threw him out at'
Seventh Inning,
first. Mathewson had to leap into the
First Inning Sharer out on a fly to
(Continued From Page One.)
nice pitching. No runs ,uo hits, no air to take Collins' smash. Baker got Strunk. Murray out on a pop fly to
a single to right which Doyle was 'Harry. McLean out on a long drive to
errors.
Third Inning.
barely able to knock down.
Oldring, who had to back up against
First Half It was noticed that Doyle threw out Mclnnis at first, the left field fence to get the ball.
No runs, no hits, no errors.
Meyer's right hand was completely Baker going to second Strunk walk-rlone up in bandages and it is be- - ed. It was the first base on balls; Second Half Strunk out on a fly to
lieved that he was more seriously Mathewson had given in the game. Burns, who made a dazzling shoestring
hurt than at first supposed. This may Strunk was forced at second. Doyle catch. He came in on the run for the
keep him out of the rest of the taking Barry's grounder and touching bn.'.l. Herzog threw out Barrv. Lapp
the bag.
,
series.
It
scratched a hit throuirh Wiltse
McLean out on p pop fly to Barry.
'was a puzzling bounder. Plank lined
No runs, no hits, no errors.
to Fletcher.
.Suodgrass sing'ed over third base. He
Fifth Inning.
Mathewson
limped badly to first,
rirsi iia,ir .Murray out on a Ilv to No runs, no hits, no errors.
'was given a good hand as he came Oldring. McLean sent a nice single'
Eighth Inning.
to the plate. Plank tnei to catch by third base. Wiltse fanned. Ma- First Half Wiltse out, Collins to
a
first
at
pitch- thewson sent up a foul ball, on which Mclnnis. The crowd gave Mathewson
by giving
Enodgrass
out to Lapp, who threw quick'y to
.vicinnis, Collins and Murphy almost a great cheer ln recognition of his
but not in time to tag the run- had a collision. Mathewson walked. WOIUjerful
pitching. Mathewson out
ner Mathewson sent a long hit to it was Planks first base on balls.
a flv to Murphy, who took the ball
Center, advancing Snodgnus to third line threw out Herzog at first.
off the top of the grass and then
cn Strunk's throw toward third. MaNo runs, no hits, no errors.
turned a complete somersault. Herzog
an
thewson moved to second. Wiltse
Second Half Lapp viit to Doyle, tiled to Strunk. It was a pretty run- for Suodgrass. The Athletx infield Doyle did not have to move- to take
cnteh.
drew in to try to stop a possible run, Lapp's grass cutter. Mathewson was nthg
there being only one out. Wilts? out pitching nicely. Plank got a single No runs, no hits, no errors.
to
out
Second Half Murphy
when Plank took Herzog's grounder to right on which Doyle made an al- Fletcher
threw
and threw to Lapp, who ran down most spectacular play, the ball bound-- ! Wiltse unassisted.
out oldring. Collins singled to left.
W'iltse on the line. Mathewson went
ing out of his gloved hand while on Baker singled to renter, Collins goinfi
to third and Herzog went to second the dead run.
out on a long to second. Collins out when Herzog
on the play. Plank gave Doyle three drive to Burns,, Murphy
who made a beautiful took Mclnnis'
grounder and touched
balls before putting over a strike. His catch while
toward the center third. No runs, two hits, no errors.
next pitch was a strike which cut the field fence. running
Plank out when Fletcher
Ninth Inning.
far corner of the plate. Doyle Hied to took Oldring's splash and tossed to
First Half Doyle out on a fly to
out
crawled
Athletics
and
the
Oldring
Doyle.
Strunk. Fletcher singled to center.
of a very small hole.
No runs, no hits, no errors.
Burns walked. Shafer out on a fly
No runs, no hits, no errors.
to Oldring. Murray out on a high fly
Sixth Inning.
Second Half Wiltse went to lirst
First Half It was a pitchers duel to Murphy. No runs, one hit, no erbase for New York. Plank out when
and rors.
Doyle threw him out at first Mathew- - of the fiercest order, both Plank batsSecond Half Strunk singled to censon threy out Murphy at first, Mur- Mathewson holding the opposing
men in check.
ter. Barry bunted safely and had
phy bunting the first ball pitched.
went out, Herzog to Wiltse. Only
Doyle was out at first when Plank crossed first base when Doyle picked
four balls were pitched in the inning speared his bounder and tossed it to up the ball and threw to the left field.
first. Fletcher sent up a foul to Mc- - Strunk went to third and Barry took
by Mathewson.
No runs, no hits, no errors.
lnnis. It was the first foul fly caught second. Strunk was out at the plate
Fourth Inning.
today. Burns out on a fly to Murphy. when Wiltse took Lapp's grounder
and threw to McLean, who touched
First Half Barry threw out Fletch- - xo runs, no hits, no errors.
Second Half Collins almost got a Strunk. Barry went to third. Barry-waer at first. It was a nice stop by Bar-caught on the line when Wiltse
ry of Fletcher's hard grounder. Burns !safe bunt, but Umpire Connolly
out on three pitched balls, all 'led it a foul. Collins fanned. Baker took Plank's grounder and threw to
of which cut the plate. It was Burn's fouled off the first two balls. Baker McLean who threw to Herzog who
Shafer was safe out, Fletcher to Wiltse. Fletcher made threw to Mathewson, who touched
second strike-out- .
when Baker made a wild throw to Mc-- ! a dazzling stop, going down behind out the runner. Lapp went to Third
Mathewson
Innis. Shafer out stealing, Lapp to Second and spearing Baker's hot drive and Plank to second.
threw out Murphy. No runs, two hits,
Collins.Lapp's throw had Shafer j0n the run. He made a quick
one error.
by several feet.
jery and had his man easily at first.
Tenth Inning.
Mclnnis fanned.
Xo runs, no hits, no errors.
First Half McLean singled to right
Grant ran for McLean. Wiltse sac
rificed, Plank touching him on tho
line. Grant scored on Mathewson's
line single to center. On Herzog's
grounder Collins threw to left field
trying to touch Mathewson. Mathewson went to third and Herzog took
second. Doyle was hit by a pitched
ball. Plank was tiring fast and had
lost his speed. Mathewson and Herzog scored on Fletcher's single, which
bounded over Baker's head. Burns
struck out. Shafer flied to Murphy.
Three runs, three bits, one error.
for
Last Half Wilson catching
New York. Oldring out, Herzog to
Wiltse. Collins fanned. Doyle took
Barker's grounder and threw him out
at first. No runs, no hits, no errors.
Final Score.
3 7 2
New York
0 8 2
Philadelphia
toj-;o-

n

--

-

fa

o
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Old-rin-

CATC'HER

to Conley's ability to assimilate punishment, he would fall into a clinch
until the storm was over.
The boys weighed in under the
stipulated weight, 120 pounds. Referee Pollock's decision was received
with tremendous cheering.

"
Jimmy Hanlon was given the decision over "Chick" O'Malley, of Minneapolis, at the end of a
l
bout by Referee Maynard,
who also thought a draw was the right
thing between O. K. Ketchum and
"Kid" Murphy, of Denver, at the end
of a six round preliminary.

LITTLE KNOWN WIVES OF FAMOUS WORLD'S SERIES LEADERS

Work for the New Mexican. It l
working for you, for Santa Fe and
the new state.

BENNY

CHAVEZ IS VICTOR
IN BOUT WITH CONLEY.

1

cal-we-

CAPT. LARRY DOYLE,
The Giants' second baseman, through Mon Randall's eyes.

SCHANG,

The great youngster of the Athletics, caricatured by Randall.

Denver, Oct. S. Benny Chavez, of
the decision over
Trinidad, got
Frankie Conley, of Keosha, Wis., at
the end of ten fast rounds last night
before the Colorado Athletic club.

The fight was Chavez' all the way.
Fresh from his mountain vacation, he
j'ooked the picture of health and set
a furious pace in every round.
He
with
made Conley look like a
his ducking and clever footwork, Con-- j
ley missed innumerable swings and
Chavez
with
counted
invariably
m.n-i.V- !

either a right or left swing, but owing

recov-beate-

-

I

seini-fina-

Elks' Theatre
Wednesday, October
THE

FOR ALL

PLAY
ARE

WHO

15

WOMEN

MARRIED

OR

EXPECT TO BE

WILLIAM A. BRADY, Ltd.
PRESENTS

READY i
AAAWCVl

L

Today's Games.
at Chicago.
Oct. 8. Overcast skies today again made uncertain the first
game of the city series which was
postponed yesterday on account of
were
rain. The probable batteries
Cheney and Archer for the Cubs, and
Scott and Schalk for the Sox. '
Bad Weather

The King and Queen of England saw the play twice during
Its eight months' run at the New
Theater in London, and pronounced it the finest love story
they had ever yet seen on the
stage.

Chicago,

St Louis Fans

Meet.

MATHEWSON
Is Still the King Pitcher.

THE WIVES OF THE WORLD'S SERIES LEADERS: MRS. CONNIE MACK (WEARING
MRS. JOHN J. McGRAW.

The St. Louis
St. Louis, Oct.
None of the rabid fans who attend
Nationals and Americans will line up
this afternoon. The probable batter- the world's series games between the
ies are Sallee and Wingo for the Na- Giants and the Athletics will be more
tionals, Baumgardner and Agnew for deeply interested
ln the outcome
the Americans.
than the wives of the famous leaders.
Mrs. Mack and Mrs. McGraw..
At St. Louis
8.

Nationals-American-

s

I

By JAMES MONTGOMERY.

Both women are ardent fans and
know baseball. It is said Mrs. Mack
is the only person not on the team
who can interpret the signals of her
husband as he wigwags with his program from the bench.

rrn

AreOrnw

GLASSES)

AND
A COMEDY

Is as deeply Interest

ed in the Giants as Mrs. Mack is ln
her husband's team. She Is a regular attendant at the game when the
Giants are in New York and will oc
cupy a box seat during the world's
series.-

-

FULL

of

LOVE and ROMANCE

OF LAUGHS

AND

THRILLS

Prices, 75c, $1.00 and
Seats

On Sale

at

$1 50
Zook'e Pharmacy.

OCTOBER

WEDNESDAY,

llltO

8,

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

1913.

8

BANK

STATES

PERSONALS
TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS:
Telephone tne Postal Tele- graph company if you do not get
S your paper and one will be de- llvered to you at once.

Your Patronage Solicited
President.
J. B. LAMY,

N. B. LAUGHLIN,

4

JX
J
T

J

jW.

j

J. II. .Mi' Hughes is in the city to- - COUNCIL ALSO PASSES AN ORDINj
day on business.
THE
THIRST
AFFECTING
ANCE
Mrs. Rising is back from
visit
with relatives in the east.
FRATERNAL
OF
OF
MEMBERS
J. I!. Head and wile are taking in
WILL
PUBLIC
the slate fail- at AllMiierue this
ORGANIZATIONS
'
week.
LIBRARY
PREVENT
S. Spitz, the vU known jeweler, has
returned from a four., ty'eeks, visit in

E. GRIFFIN, Cashier.

t.

H,t lt.44l.l

1 1
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I I I I
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3 furnished rooms for light housekeeping, College St.,
FOR RENT
$18.00 per month.
FOR RENT
5 room unfurnished house, bath, range, electric lights,
$20.00 per month.
house, bath, range, electric lights
6 room unfurnished
FOR RENT
$35.00 per month.
300 acres good land near Roswell on the Pecos river,
FOR SALE
land well fenced, artesian well flows 350 gallons per minute,
small house, 8 acres of alfalfa and 20 acres under cultivation,
all can be irrigated. Price $11,000.

O. C. WATSON & CO.
(C. A. BISHOP, PROP.)
INSURANCE,

REAL ESTATE,

LOANS, SURETY BONDS.

Phone, 189 J.
:
:
119 San Francisco St.,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
1 1 1 1

L. A. HUGHES,

C. L. POLLARD,

President.

R.

Secretary.

I I

J. CICIIT0,N,
Ma?er,dtjrreasiirer.

'"'
the east.
(lovernor W. C. .McDonald returned
yesterday from a trip to the ranch in
Lincoln county, and a brief visit to
the state fair at Albuquerque.
J. F. Miley of Boston and his sister,
Mrs. T. S. McCliesney of Trinidad, are
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Frank Gorniley
at their residence on Canon road.
Mrs. Ricahrd Hairy, formerly a resident here for years, but who since the
death of her husband, has resided in
Newton, Kan., is in the city, the guest
of .Mrs. Katherine Patterson.
Dr. A. J. C'asner leaves today for a
five weeks' hunting trip on which he
will be accompanied by his brothers
and several friends. He expects to
bag game, large and small.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy E. Quin of
Mississippi, are registered at
the Montezuma. Mr. Quin is congressman from Mississippi and Mrs. Quin
is his bride. They are here on their
honeymoon.
Dr. David Knapp will have to leave
for Pueblo or Kansas City shortly to
have a surgical operation performed
for slims trouble. The doctors think
jit was brought about by a fall from a
horse some weeks ago.
Mike Baca. Santa Fe's Champion
light weight, will leave for Alhuquer-juutonight where he will box Bonny
out
Carson. He expects to knock
Carson in the fourth round. He is
'accompanied by his brother l.uis

Lumber and Transfer Co.
HEADQUARTERS FOR
LUMBER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

JUDGE

IS FIXED AT

i
I

AGENTS

FOR

READY MONEY STAR
When Nena Hlakc was lirsl exploit
ed on Broadway at the Herald Square
Theater during t he run of "Coming
Thru the Rye," and biter when she
was in The Ginger Dread Man." and
lot her popular musical successes, pret-th- e
ty much everybody arrived at the con-yea- r
elusion that she was bound some day
to lie a star in musical comedy, but i

SI,

HUMPHRIES IS

Seattle. Wash., Oct. 8. It is nn- derstood that superior judge John E.
Humphries, who was placed on probation last night by his fellow judges
land Governor Lister, will issue a further order dismissing the contempt
leases against men now at liberty on
bonds.
Those in jail were released
last night. It is understood also that
the "perpetual disbarment' of - two
Injures Eye.
Ur
attorneys, Hulet M. Wells, Socialist
Young Florian Chaves, son of th
nuHUO
M MCTI!) MPVIfA state superintendent
of
candidate for mayor last year, and,
insuranct
w hile swinging a piece of bailing wire
Glenn Hoover, former assistant attor ney general of the state will be re
(around his bead yesterday caught one
lie grand lodge ot ttie jwiigms oi !eml in ns ,,ve iM some manner, and al-- i
voked. At a conference with city offl- decided
afternoon
rials yesterday, Judge Humphries Pythias yesterday
ni0Bt i,ued the eveball
completely
out of )lis i,ea,i. it was replaced by
agreed to surrender to the police the to meet next year in - Albuquerque.
held
will
next
be
The
matter of preserving order in the
grand lodge
nis father an,i the doctors say that if
streets. He will issue no further in - statc fair week and the delegates ap- - intlamiiiatioii does not set in, due to
jpropriated $."! to be offered as prizes contamination from the w ire, tbe boy
junction against street speaking.
for companies of the uniform raiik;wn )e a right.
will parade here next. year.
which
THIRD DAYS SESSION OF
GERMAN AMERICAN ALLIANCE, Dawson now has tin; only company
It
Work for the New Mexican.
St. Louis, Mo., Oct. 8. This, the of the uniform rank in .New Mexico. working for you, for Santa Fe and
third day of the national convention The grand lodgemeu believe that this the new elate.
of the
alliance in appropriation will induce five or six
session here, will be the busiest and other lodges to organize companies.
Work for tbe New Mexican. H l
The delegates
spent yesterday working for you, for 2anta Fe and
probably the moHt enjoyable of the
all week centennial celebration of the Inioriiing in secret session ai tne tbu new state.
liberation of Germany from tbe rule 'Knights of Pythias hall, passing legis
of Napoleon.
lation. In the afternoon, besides seNew Mexican
Want Ads always
During the day the next convention lecting Albuquerque as the p'ace for bring results. Try it.
officers
electelected
be
will
and
chosen
next
the
grand
session, they
city
ed. Tonight there will be an enter- officers.
They are:
tainment of the delegates by local
Supreme Representative Col. W. riniruTjrnrLruvniruiJTinjuijruruTp
Germans at the Coliseum, one feature M. Berger, Helen.
of which will be a chorus of 1,000
Grand Chancellor Howell Earnest,
voices.
Clayton.
Work for the New Mexican. It 1b
Grand Vice Chancellor Dr. M.
working for you, for Santa Fe and MoCreary, llagdalena.
tbe new state.
Grand Prelate T.. L. Kinney, Daw-

......
",

Foot of Montezuma Ave.

;

r
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j

j
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let us show vou. Guaranteed
Give us a trial
Pure, Clean and Wholesome.

THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.
M. O'CONNELL, Mgr., - -

Galisteo and Water Sts.

Phone, Main 250.

INSURE WITH

HAVWARD

AND REST CONTENT.

For a small premium we issue a Policy covering your Household possessions against Burglary and Loss through Sneak
Thieves and Servants. We also issue pol icies protecting your
X
open Mercantile Stock, Contents of Safe, etc.

MANAGER,

Where

HE

8

Quality Governs the
and Price the Quality

Elberta

son.
Grand Keeper of Records and Seal
.1.
E. Elder, Albuquerque.
Grand Master of Exchequer ,T. A.
Smiley, Socorro.
Grand
Master at Arms Charles
Gunter, Gallup.
Price
U
Grand
Inner GuardCharles
Burt, Mountainair.
Grand Outer Guard O. W. Hamburger, Carrizozo.
Grand Tribune Rev. H. M. Shields,
Dawson,
The grand officers were installed

HAS IT.

Peaches

STATE FAIR
Albuquerque,
OCTOBER

Are Now

N.M.

6 TO II, 1913.

Special Excursion Rates

This week we will surprise you in the way of
QUALITY
Will be good color, firm
and free from defects.

From Santa Fe,
New Mexico.

Fancy Bartlett Pears

DATES OF SALE, OCT. 4TH TO 11TH.

W. R.

El Paso, Texas.

This

RETURN LIMIT, OCT. 13, 1913

SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.
BROWN, G.L&P. A.,'
If. S. LUTZ,

H.
Agent,

Santa Fe,

N. M.

-

-

PROPRIETOR.

GENERAL LIVERY
Hack and Baggage Lines. Entire Stable
stocked. Best Rigs you can get.
PONIES.

SADDLE

Re-

PROMPT SERVICE.

TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.

Phone 139. 310 San Francisco St.

--

I

saHENRY KRICKg
OF

DISTRIBUTOR

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWE1SER IN BOTTLES
Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water.
Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
Santa Fe, New Mex.
TELEPHONE 35 J

Week-T-

he

enver & Rio Grande

Best Canning Pear.

Scottish Rite
Masonic Reunion
Santa Fe,

N. M

HUE

&

GO.

Where Prices ar B st
For Safe Oualitv

3.

D. & R. G. R. R. will protect rate of
for the round trip from the following
stations:
Farmlngton, Aztec, N M., Durango, Colo., Antonito, Colo.,
Espanola, N. M.p and all directly intermediate stations.
ONE-FIFT-

SELLING DATES:
From Farmington to Aztec, N. M., Oct. II, 14, 16, 20.
From points Durango to Osier, N. M., Oct. 13, IS, 17,21.
From Antonito to Espanola, N. M., Oct. 14, 16, 18, 22.

Return limit, October 27th.

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A.,
244 San Francisco St., Santa Fe, N. M.

rack

'

Tomatoes, Corn,
Peas, Wax Beans,
Etc., already in.

KANSAS
AND
TOMATOES
UTAH
the

All Solid Pack, not
"Puree of Tomatoe"

10c,

124c,

15c

PER CAN.

Nome, Alaska, Oct. 8. With the
subsidence of the waters that demolished half of Nome, the inhabitants

New Corn,

are cleaning out and repairing theii
damaged buildings. The city is in
darkness at night, the electric ligbt
plant having been destroyed.
There is no meat except the Bmall
supply that was in butcher shops not
affected by the storm. The large
plant of the Pacific Cold Storage company, is a total loss. Among the marine losses are four power schooner
and five tugs. Two large gold dredges
also were lost.

10,

124 &20c

String Beans and Wax Beans,
& 15c
Exlas,
THE FIRST LOT OF

HEINZ

MINCE

MEAT

IS HERE!

Get in while the getting is
good. You know where

you to waste your
your legal forms
thom already printMexican
Printing

Modern Grocery Co.
"Jhe Quality Shop'

Company.
Ads

I2th-22d,l9l-

For the above occasion the

ONE FARE AND

lllllllllllllltllllltllllMMHIIIIIIIKIIIIIIHIIIIIll
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New Mexican Want
brine results. Try it.

October

Rolling In

yesterday afternoon.
The grand lodge delegates expressed themscj.ves favorably to the proposition of making Albuquerque the permanent grand lodge meeting place of
the order. The delegates also adopted
s slogan as follows:
hundred new mem"Twenty-fivbers this year."
Albuquerque Temple No. 2, Pythian
Sisters, last night at the Knights of
Pythian hall, conferred their degree
upon all members of the grand lodge.

It will not pay
time writing out
when you can get
ed at the New

RJ.

GOODS

TAKING STOCK FOLLOWING
STORM AT NOME, ALASKA.

At Their Best

One Fare for the Round Trip from All Points in
New Mexico to Albuquerque and Return.

$3.45

STREET,

CANNED

CO.

Rooms 8 and 9, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
IF IT'S REAL ESTATE.! HAYWARD

WILLIAMS,

n

New

H. S.

Did You Know That
JOSEPH B. HAYWARD,

1

German-America-

-

Flour

Hav, Grain
and

A.

VV.

;

-

SAN FRANCISCO

THE STAR BARN

-

'

JEWELER,

H. C. YONTZ,

,

j

i

Business Solicited.

And we will show you how much you can save. Espedaily should you do this with your

WILL MAKE AN ATTRACTSee our display
IVE GIFT.
of Necklaces, Cuif Buttons,
Stick Pins. Lockets, etc., made of Gold and Turquoise. All
articles have been made at our store, and tourists are invited
to look at the skilled workmen n ho turn out these beautiful
pieces of jewelry.

i FILIGREE JEWELRY

yes-In-

FER BUSINESS AND STORAGE

uy For Cash

PHONR 180

ST.,

-

FAMOUS DAWSON COAL

THE

1

UU

210 SAN FRANCISCO

125 Palace Ave

The cify council passed Hie orili-mince requiring clubs and fraternal or
social organizations, societies, etc., in
city to pay a license of $500 per
for selling alcoholic drinks.
The license matter was one of the
first to be taken up at the meeting not. destined for conspicuous success
laHt night. Mayor Celso Lopez pre- in any other business of the stage calsided, but three councilnien were ab- ling. Hut, like some others in tin's
sent: It. L. Baca who went to Lainy profession of uncertain outcome, Miss
with Don Juan Riano; Jack Akers and Make to employ a colloquial term
Mr. ltenehau was de- j"had fooled them" for now she has the
A. LI. Reiiehan.
livering a speech before the Women's jleading role in "Knady .Money," which
Federation of Clubs but arrived later William A. Brady will present at t lie
in the evening in time to read selec- jElks- Theater October l.'th.
Miss Blake has been playing the
tions from the report cm Santa Ke
role for more than a year now, having
water.
"First we shall take up alcoholics first assumed it when the Montgomery
then water," said .Mayor Lopez as comedy has hits opening in New York
Must season.
everyone chuckled.
In this work she has the role of
City Attorney E. P. Da vies made a
who is
few remarks about the probable diff- ;Crace Tyler, a rich young girl
much in love willi Stephen Baird.
iculty, in his opinion, of making the very
ordinance stick to license these clubs a penniless youth, (irace's rich mother
de-- !
and fraternal orders which have their lobjecls to Stephen, furthermore,
shall never
dries
her
that
daughter
Mr.
so
near
the
library.
public
hpnies
Davits declared, that (here is a stat marry Stephen. There seems lo he
with the young
in t (Ml IIIH Kllll I'I'I l I11ITI1 Wlllllll Ulltfl-- i Inothiiig the matter
lie onus
innisen
ii.io
H,,,, i ,!,,. f ihi. man except uiai
where many young men find them-.- ;
location of the library.
selves In these days of the high cost
"Well, we shall have to see how it of
It doesn't give
Stephen
living.
works," replied the mayor.
much satisfaction to reflect that tho
The council voted unanimously to mother of his beloved is unreasonable
impose the $5ub license.
He casts about for something that will
The ordinance to require a hotel allow him to overcome
ditflwhich is 250 yards from the plaza, to cullies and the manner ofparental
bis doing so
pay $50fl license to sell liquor was also form the
working out of a comedy that
passed. This will permit the De Var still is to know an unsuccessful en-- ;
it
to
is
a
said.
hotel
have
bar,
gas
'gagenient in America or Kurope.
Drug Stores, Too.
Lest the drug store owners feel;
Aged Woman Injured,
slighted, the council looked alter them
Mrs (.an(lelllrin (;arcia. an aunt of
too. An ordinance was passed requirMrg A(lo,)h Jim, !7 v(,a,.8 of age,
each drug store to pay $1,00H
wak(.,l through a door to the
tt.rtltiy
it.
license for selling alcobol when
sicellai; by miBtake, thinking it was the
not by physician's prescription.
doop to the ktchen at the Hill resi
due council tlien took a recess tin dence. She sustained a broken left
til Mil when Mr. Renehan arrived wrist and numerous bruises, which
with the report on the- city water.
are the more serious on account of
her advanced age.

PLACED ON PROBATION.

Shingles, Cement, Plaster, Roofing and Building Materials of Every Description.

MRS.W. LINDHARDT

DRUG STORES' LICENCE

Baca.
'
Mrs. A. H. Garnette, and Miss Park-- !
ell, of Estancia,
delegates to the
State Federation of Women Clubs are
j the
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Woodruff on Lincoln avenue, and will
remain over after the close of the
federation meeting for a few days and
renew old friendships.

(INCORPORATED)

White Ostrich Plumes.

AI

iNENABLAKEISA

j

SANTA FE

WILL BE INTERESTED IN OUR FALL AND
WINTER FABRICS AND STYLES JUST RECEIVED FROM DAVIDSON & CO., THE FASHIONWe recommend this
ABLE TAILORS OF CHICAGO.
brand of tailoring because of the maker's ability to please
and satisfy EVERY CUSTOMER where others FAIL.
V
I

We Also Clean
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GO.

GOODS

DRY

FIVE

ORDER YOUR FALL SUIT NOW

MILLINERY

FOR ALCOHOL

SELIGli

ADOL F

Everything in

$500 LICENSE

J

S
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We Carry

TRUST GO.

Does a General Banking Business.
alilMIt

PAY

MUST

CLUBS

PAGE

always g
r
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Town's full of
Studebakens
Studebaker Farm Wagons, Studebaker Buggies and Studebaker Delivery Wagons.
and every owner of a Studebaker vehicle
is proud of it. Because be knot's it is the best.
Studebaker wagons and buggiesV t built on honor
with the experience that comes Km sixty years
of wagon building, and you get the benefit of this
experience when you buy a Studebaker vehicle

and

Whether you live in town or country; whether you want a
work or pleasure vehicle, there' a Studebaker to 611 your require,
Farm wagons, contractor's wagons, trucks, municipal
ments.
vehicles, ice wagons, dump wagons and carts, road oilers, buggies,
we make them alL
depot wagons surreys, pony carts, runabouts
also harness, for any sized animal, (or any vehicle, of the
same high standard of quality as the Studebaker vehicles.
See oar Dealer or write as.

STUDEBAKER
NEW YORK
MINNEAPOLIS

South Bend, Ind

CHICAGO
KANSAS
DALLAS
SALT LAKS CITY
SAN FRANCISCO

CTTY

CENVER

P'

STL.ND, OFZ.

j

--

AGE

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

SIX

THE

Santa Fe New Mexican

WEDNESDAY,

SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA.

VALLEY RAIVOM,

entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fa Poatoffloa
Published Dally
The Santa Fe New Mexican
The New Mexican Review
English Weekly
El Nuevo Mexicano
Spanish Weekly

EARNS NOTHING
And is not as Safely Guarded as in this
Strong Bank where it is absolutely safe

President

over any period of years, and easily available when you want it.

Fishing in its prime. The Pecos River the best trout
The Valley Ranch offers the
best accommodations and best location for fishing.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
m
Dally, par yea',
Dally, tli month, by mall
Weekly, per year

M--

$2.5

"ally, par quarttr, ay mall
Dally, per quarttr, ay earrtof
Weekly, all monlhi

stream in the Southwest.

tl.25
11.61

.51

Booklet Free on Request
THE VALLEY RANCH,

"All of Today's News Today"

:

:

EDITORIAL ROOMS 31

THE WOMEN'S ALLY,

Tlie meeting of the Federation of Women's Clubs in this city at this
of
time, calls to mint! especially the fact that their work and their aims are
in the principles
believers
are
who
the
of
to
those
interest
people
particular
enunciated by the Progressive party.
The women are not here as a political organization and not for the furtherance of political ideas, but they are assembled with the motive in view
of the better condition of the people of our country and the subject of politics
cannot be entirely divorced from it.
It is true that the Progressive party is the first in the history of the
unresercountry to take up openly the cause of our women and to advocate,
She So you asked Mr. Billions for
vedly, their participation in public affairs.
l is daughter's hand and were rejectbetterin
the
can
have
to
the
power
they
is
first
the
It
recognize
parly
of course?
ment of conditions, morally, both from the social and the industrial stand ed,
on their part,
point, and to advocate, without condition, the participation
in those affairs that vitally effect the interests of the American people and
THE BYSTANDER
that tend toward the uplift of our citizenship.
whose
SEES IT.
Strong women of the character of Jane Addatns and Helen Keller
lives are devoted to the uplifting of the people and to the advancement of
its
mauklnd are prime actors of the Progressive movement and advocates of

When you keep your money at home the responsibility for its safety rests
upon you. On the other hand, when you deposit It in this bank you are relieved of this responsibility. It is then protected by Capital, Surplus and
Stockholders' Liability amounting to over $400,000, and by the fact that
this bank does business only in accordance with the sound principles of
legitimate banking and is conducted in accordance with the strict banking
laws of the United States Government.
,
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ed for their education.
Another left small portions each to
uie Liieuua iui wjiuin no tmcu a.
whom he recognized a benefit would
accrue. There Is nothing so practical
in philanthropy as to leave a sum for
education of those who may need it
and who would appreciate it. But a
let is lost by lack of judgment in the
bestowal.
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Queer Caprice.
PARTY.
There is one trait of human nature
that is a funny one, and that is the
way of doing things in a sort of
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
Trenton, N. J., Oct. S. Somethin
manner and not knowing that tutirely new in political campaigning
one is doing it at all.
Was sprung recently by the ProgresWe sometimes do a thing just to sives of Passaic county. Mine.
the grand opera star apkeep our hands busy and do not realCuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
ize that we are making any move- peared as a headliner at a big mass
ment apparently. I had attention cal- meeting held in Patterson. She gave
private baths. Electric light. Steam Heat,
led to this by the fact that on my her services gratis for the benefit of
central Location.
table is a telephone and the covered the Progressive party.
wire is a long one so it can be used
is a naturalMine. Schumann-HeinTHOS. DORAN,
Large Sample Rooms.
from several angles and pulled across ized citizen of the United States.
the table when necessary.
"I am very much pleased with the
party,
Every once in a while someone platform of the Progressive
comes in to talk, and sits down on both national and state," she said. "1
the opposite side from where I am am in favor of a minimum wage for
sitting and about as soon as they get men and women alike, of opening the
we" spated they begin to work that public schools for the use of the genpolicies.
The Grip Of It
Nvlre. They tie it into bow knots and eral public after school hours and of
The Progressive parly is the friend of American womanhood; it is a
calls
were
continual
there
Yesterday
of an advance.
strong ally in every action that tends in the direction
over the phone to know how the ball dMe knots, in single ties and fancy n unicipal provision for the recreation
MR. HARVEY OATMAN,
Jt believes that a new influence is needed and is ready to stand firm in
ou.&.tof the people."
iltlBi
uuuuie iiiiuii ami
game came out 1m rho Mtr wnrlri a hitch
the defense of all those Influences and all those policies which are to aid series
and the sailor knot and knots
now being played between the
Proprietor of the
a
of
to
the
which
and
making
new
point
conditions,
In the establishment of
that no one ever saw in his or any
teams.
and
ProXew
York
women
BILLIARD
affiliated
the
with
MONTEZUMA
Philadelphia
The
PARLORS,
ahead.
new civilization in the generations that are
other world, and then they go away
It is astonishing how the interest in and leave the thing for anyone to un- gressive party in this state are planJt has been well determined that the men of today are unequal to the
Has
Great
a
at
Expense,
Engaged
year after tie who has the time and ingenuity ning to take an active part in politics!
The Best That Can be Bought I
emergency or are unwilling to meet it, and some new force must be applied this great game keeps up hold
of
It
are
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members
has
The
tremendous
the
and
of
the
simply
us
out
MARCUS CATTON,
year
AT ANY PRICE
to do ItT If a fellow does not notice
to bring about those other conditions which alone will ilift
service of the party
the
on the people of the country, both the
operation when it is going on, he and Progressive
Son of the Famous
slough of carelessness and corruption.
nodistinct
have
organization,
Take no chances on either
has a call on the phone later and he
With a combination of those elements desiring a change and looking eld and young.
when a small amount will give
There were a few of the fans who reaches for the receiver. It won't but they will carry on an independ"BILLY".
CATTON,
for a social and industrial uplift, there is a prospect of victory ahead.
not
be
ent
campaign. The plans will
could not wait and came up into the come over and lie gets up to go and
the protection that you
who will manage his billiard paryou
campaign proforeign to regulation
efflce to hear the returns right off the see what's up.
lors and Instruct tiiose desiring to
and when you do use inneed,
THE LESSON AHEAD.
Then he finds out and cusses. The cedures. Particular attention will be
wire and there were bulletins put out
All new tables,
learn
the
surance
game.
get the best, as it is
a
of
Mexican
acto a line of work which will
The El Paso Times, commenting on an editorial in the New
new cues, and a quiet, gentlemanly
at the Postal office besides. But it fellows who tie the knots do not do given
the cheapest, and
few days ago, regarding the social evil and the manner in which the authori- showed that way off here, far from so from any malicious purpose and do complish results through the medium
lounging room for those who cate
ALWAYS SEE
ties of the city of Detroit are attempting to eradicate it, takes high ground the scene of action the game was con- - not know when they do it, but I know of the home, because of the fact that
to the pastime.
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Wonderful Blood Remedy
That Works in the Tissues
The Very Latest Theory About How and Hhy iho
Blood is Disordered.

in nnt sutlsfleri with his
purchase he can go to the It. & h.
store and cuss them out, while it is.
impractical to go to Chicago on Hitch
an errand. Lordsburg Liberal.

Eaten By Hogs.
.News is received of tlx? finding of
a human skeleton, from which
the
flesh had been entirely removed by
roaming wild hogs, on the ranch of
Mr. Hose Hartzell, near Folsom, in
this county. Mr. Hartzell had been ab
sent from the ranch for two days, and
jit was on his return that the shocking
The remains
discovery was made.
iwere icienunca as those or a man
named Tibbelts, about (15 years of age,
who lived on the ranch: and it, is be
lieved that he was stricken with heart
failure, to which he was subject, and
the body afterward attacked by the

li

Feverish and Ache all Over
Feel worn out blue nnd tired ': Don't let vour cold develop
into bronchitis, pneumonia or catarrh. The reliable alterwhich

ative and tonic

has proven its value in the past 40 years is

BR. PIERCE'S

golden M edical Discovery
Restores activity to the liver and to the circulation the blood is
purified, the digestion and appetite improved and the whole budy
feels the invigorating forco of this extract of native medicinal
plants. In consequence, the heart, brain and nerves feel tho
refreshing influence. For over 40 years this reliable remedy has
been sold in liquid form by all medicine dealers. It can now also
bo obtained in tablet, form in $l.m) and 50c boxes. If
your
ts
doesn't keep it, send fit)
tamps to U.V.l'ierce, M.D. Buffalo.
The Common Sense Medical Adviser a bonk of

cuiiHe noholidy else wanted the job. A',
few mouths in the justice shop con-- j
him of evils of a luby husband,
j vinced
Kvery time llrown had a lazy or un- ruly husband before him, he'd say.
"Thirty days for you, but."
FOR KK.NT Rooms. V.'.i Grant ave.
And then he'd suspend sentence: if j
the husband woi'ltedlftitl behaved' himI'Olt RKNT Three
or six room
self and supported his family he was house, furnished or unfurnished.
Apfree, but the first time he failed to ply 1). S. Lnwitzki, 22ti San Francisco.
bring in his wages, bingl into Jail
went.
, he
Toil SALE-- A Victor Victrola and
Tile public was strong for it;
good selection of rerun's, practically
new, cheap if taken it once, lnijuiro
passed and is now a law.
11.) Santa Fe avenue.
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GRAND

LODGE

Middle aged couple to
WANTED
work. Wife to cook in small camp;
husband to act as watchman and do
Americans only need apply.
chores.
For further information address T. S.,
care Xew Mexican.

1003 panes answers all medical questions.
S. S. S. Means Pure Blood Which Insures Long Life and Health.
'hogs. Raton Range.
Send 31c inons-ecn- t
stamps to II. V. Pierce, RI.D.
The great experts in Chemistry and And in regenerating the tissues S. 8. 9.
now declare what has all has a rapid and positive antidotal effect
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
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This famous blood purifier contains store, and In a few days you will not only er got further than the foothills some
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medicinal components just as vital and feel bright, and energetic,
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Venerable Master

next annual meeting, representatives
of all the leading cities of New Mexico responded with cordial words of
welcome for their respective cities.
The choice was left to the executive
session and Mountainair was decided
on as the next annual meeting place.
The following officers were elected:
President, Mrs. S. C. Xutter, of Clovis;
vice president, Mrs. A. A. Scott, of
ITucumcari; corresponding secretary.
jMiss Marie Holt of Roswell; recording
secretary, Mrs. Louise Buell of Las
jCruces; treasurer, Miss Ella O. Wood, j
of Santa Fe; Secretary
of Y. P. B,
'Miss Sarah D. Timer, Hudson; secretary, L. F. L., Mrs. M. S. Kelley of
Socorro. Mrs. John Curtis, of Belen,
was elected delegate to the National
Convention at Asbury Park, N T.. and
to the World's Convention at Brook-
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years ago?"
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in time to prevent their spreading.
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lately had a stone set iu a ring. When
"it was nol a question of facilities, become absolete
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she was confronted with the evidence, but of finance," he said, "that preH. F. STEPHENS, C. C.
cause it is the lock type.
she broke down and confessed.
vented the completion of the Panama
"The ultimate canal must be sea A REINGARDT. K. of R. and 3.
The case will not be pressed against canal by the French. We ran out of
-level without docks. It will be n00 feet
her.
cubic
78,000,000
removed
We
money.
wide at the bottom, COO feet at the FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA,
yards of dirt and had only 40,000,000 water line and 43 feet deep at the) Lodge No. 259, holds Its regular
to dig to complete the ditch when the lowest tide. This will reduce the can-- ; meeting on the first Thursday of each
De Lesseps company blew up.
al current to three knots an hour. With month at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. m
"Another fallacy that the world
the water in the ditch, dredgers, Visiting brothers are Invited and wel
under is that the French govern- scows and other barges, ten years will come.
The range of temperature yesterday
BENITO ALAR1D, President
was from "4 to 61 degrees, and the ment was behind the Panama project be sufficient to enlarge the canal. It
humidity was 40 per cent. Yesterday It was not. Private capital financed will be necessary to remove fiOO.OOMOO DAVID GONZALES, Becretarj.
was clear and pleasant with a mean the venture; the company was not cubic yards of earth.
ODD FELLOWS,
temperature of 48 degrees or 6 below even subsidized by the government of
Ttia AknoriKans hniH the rnnal
No. 2, I. O. O. F.
the average. At 8 a. ra. today the tem- France."
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Amarillo, 62; Bismarck, 34; Boise, al on the Pacific side by Colonel
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naii. visiunc uroui
42; Cheyenne, 86; Dodge City,. 52;
on October 9th.
lems that were not solved by us be- k
JwT wlsome.
Durango, 26; Flagstaff, 24; Grand
"That day will be my triumph. It fore them."
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have a delicate, sweet taste

which appeals to parents and children alike

a most appetizing, nourishing and easily
digestible dish the year round.

"There's a Reason" for
Read the little book,
in packages.
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To Effective
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f

9IJ.
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3 carries pasaengera to Albuquerque, locally( and to Pacific
Coast polnta.
Leave Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to connect with No. 1 westbound, and
No. 2, eaatbound, connecting at
"Cut-off- "
with
Albuquerque
train for Clovla and Vecoa Valley polnta.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 6'0S p
No.

Bunau-Varill-
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4 eaatbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe t:3S

--.--
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Bunau-Varill-

Road to Wellville," found

& S. F. R'Y

Leave Santa Fe 8: to a. m. to connect with No. 3 westbound and
No. 10 eaatbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:10 p.
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shows every where, in thousands of sturdy
youngsters who eat this famous food each day.
The sound nourishment of Grape-Nu- ts
builds both brain and body, creating a natural
resistance to ills and a sure foundation for
the health of years to come.
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Following the executive session this
morning the delegates were taken in
automobiles for a trip over the valley, and were photographed at the
A veryUnion Station Park well.
pleasant reception at the home of
Mrs. F. C. Peterson concluding the
most successful state convention of
the W. C. T. :7. ever held in Xew
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Leave Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to connect with No. 8 eaatbound, and
No. 9 westbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 11:88
a. m.

Call "Central" forTraln
Reports.
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are not "just-as-gooas
Mrs. Renehan,
Mrs.
Weltmer,
States to another, and argued from BE SURE.
Carl
Mrs.
Mrs.
and
Hoover.
Bishop
this that this section was being violkind they are unqualifiedly IIZTTER in rit,
MODERN AND
No
Meetting There will be no j The session this morning was strict
ated by investing the permanent school meeting of the Merchants Association
reand style. But the price is
ALWAYS
of
business
the
the
with
ly
reports
fund In the road bonds, it in effect this week on account of the. many
cording secretary, corresponding secreasonable.
being a transfer,
no
Due
other functions scheduled.
The arguments of the case took two tice of the meeting next week will be retary, the federation officers and the
LARGE LOBBY
standing committees.
full hours, after which the court took given by the secretary.
Si'e our new tvoolens
lenve
s
AND VERANDAS
A revision of
committee
:the matter under advisement.
with
For Fine Kosher Sausage and Deli- waB appointed as follows: Mrs. J. W.
us
your measur?
catessen Meats try the Modern Mar- .Mayes of Santa Fe; Mrs. Hinds of
COMFORTABLE PORCH
New Mexico Life Zones.
ket.
Frank
Mrs.
Tucuincari
and
of
Shuler
Raton.
Maurer, proprietor.
SWINGS and ROCKERS
Students of Now Mexico in her var
This evening at 8:30 p. m. there
School
Matters County School
Urns aspects will do well to get Hulle-- I
V. Conway, re- will be a reception by Governor and
Service and Cuisine
John
Superintendent
American
No.
North
of
35
the
tin
the Best in the City
from a trip Mrs. McDonald to the visitors, dele.veiling
Fauna series of the department of ag-- j turned last
Ample facilities for large
CATRON BLOCK,
southern
school
the
districts, gates and hostess clubs.
through
and small banquets.
griculture, entitled Life Zones and He held parents
Following are the local committees
at
Cerrillos,
meetings
lit-This
'
Crop Zones of New Mexico.
In
Fedof
of
the
the
charge
meeting
Golden, San Pedro, and Kentie hook has just been Issued. It may Madrid, Mr.
Conway
inspected the eration of Woman's clubs now meeting
be obtained for a limited time from nedy.
school work carried on in these dis- in this city:
the state game warden's department,
Committee on Arrangements.
AMERICAN PLAN
tricts, and reports everything running
SPECIAL RATES
from Congressman H. 13. Fergusson
or
Mrs. R. F. Asplund, chairman.
smoothly. The parents are more than
Room With Bath, $3 .00 Lp.
LOWEST PRICES EVER OFFERED
of
the
bureau
or
the
biological survey
BY THE WEEK
Mrs. Arthur Seligman, chairman, in
ever inclined to abide by the compulRoom Without Bath. $2.25 Up.
MAZDA
department of agriculture at Washing- sory school attendance law. Very few charge of the luncheons.
IN SANTA FE.
ton.
Mrs. L. C. Collins, in charge of Ihe
cases of delinquency were in eviVernon Bailey is the author of the dence, and these have now been cor- New Mexico evening.
THE LOWEST PRICED.
THE HIGHEST QUALITY.
NOTE THE GREAT REDUCTION.
book, and New Mexicans will remem- rected. The educational outlook in
Mrs, E. C, Abbott, chairman, of reNEW PRICE, 35c.
20
40c.
old
Watt
Lamp,
price,
ber that starting in 1903 and there this section is brighter than at times ception committee.
"
"
" 40c.
" 35c.
"
25
after he has visited the then territory in the past, and the superintendent is
Mrs. W. H. Pope In charge of auto
or. scientific expeditions from time to elated over the prospects for a suc"
"
40
ride.
45c.
35c.
time.
During the time Page Otero cessful term.
Mrs. James Sei(gman in charge of
" 60c.
"
"
"
"
"
60
45c.
was game warden in 1903 and 1904,
Who Is coughing around your house? the entermainment committee.
"
"
"
"
"
" $1.00
100
80c.
Mr. Bailey spent months in the moun- - Catch a cold now and it is likely to
Mrs. J. R, McFie. chairman, of the
S
of New Mexico setting traps and stay all winter. We make strong club reception committee.
Special Price in Case Lots. W1
Miss F. W. Conrad, music and pub
claims for our cough and cold remedy.
getting samples and classifying
SPARKS
ELECTRIC
OCHkdNEai2C3eJAvenueCO., Sena
fauna. Mr. Otero was out with Try it by all means. Zook's Pharmacy licity committee.
him on one of the exhibitions for three Inc., succeeding Fischer Drug Co.
Mrs. W. G. Hoover, chairman of the
Sola Agent For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
months in 1904.
Mules, Not Motors "It is quite true ushers.
Mrs. Karl W. Greene, chairman, of
All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages
ALFALFA SEED.
Space will not permit of an exten- that I have discarded the motor and
sive review of the book, but suffice it taken to mule team for my locomtion the .credentials commiittee.
to say that it is accompanied by a throughout the county," sai4 County
Mrs. Karl W. Greene, chairman,
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
zone map of New Mexico, has com- School Superintendent John V. Con- press committee.
The luncheon today was in charge
plete lists of animals, birds, reptiles way. "Later on I may take to burros
and the plant life of the various life
which would be suitable to my sal- of Mrs. C. A. Haynes. Those assisting
Phone B,ack zones as they are called and is gen- ary. Mules have a great advantage in the dining room were. Miss AtkinPhone Black
erously illustrated with pictures many of motors, however. With them you son, Mrs. Kaune, Mrs. Woodruff, Miss
45
of which are very familiar and easily can go up the steepest hill on a 'high' March, the Misses Spitz, the Misses
recognizable.
gear; they drink creek water and do Manderfleld, Mrs, Small, Mrs. Wilson,
not require 'filtered
the Mrs. Sargent, Mrs. Fischer and Mrs.
gasoline';
-.
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Colored Delepates Named.
mules travel in the coldest weather Castle. The ladies of the board of
Governor McDonald has appointed and are almost 'self starters'; mutes trade were in charge of this luncheon.
The members of the credentials
delegates to the fiftieth anniversary of may seem 'passe' for transportation in
the signing of the Emancipation Proc- these days of the 'lightning con committee were Mrs. Kate F. Hall,
lamation, at New York, October 22 to ductors,' but they get one over the Mrs. J. W. Mayes and Miss Atkinson.
Wm. ground. One of my warmert friends,
31, the
following delegates:
The entertainment committee were
Vaughn, and W. H. Kerr of Santa Fe, who disapproves of exercising man's Mrs. Renehan, Mrs. Rolls and K. Patof
Dennis
and J.
Albuquerque.
primitive muscles by hill climbing. terson.
The reception committee consisted
jhas offered to let me have his two
Public.
mules this winter and I anticipate an of Mrs. Cartwright, Mrs. Wright, Mrs.
Notary
N.
M.,
of
Mlelenz
Howard
Dexter,
active and successful career."
Renehan, Mrs. J. Seligman, Mrs.
has been appointed a notary publis
Moore, Mrs. Rolls, the Misses Spitz,
a
McDonald.
by Governor
Mrs. Parker and Mrs. March. This
committee met all the trains yesterSprained Ankle.
day and did most efficient work In
Alvan N. White is confined to his
talking the delegates to register and
home by a sprained ankle and was
to their assigned homes.
N.
unable to leave last night for Roy.
At the meeting last night and the
M., as he had intended.
tomorow a comNew York, Oct. 8. The severe break meetings of today and
in Union Pacific was all that was mittee of ushers, consisting of Mrs.
Increases Capital Stock.
EvTO
Mrs. Gillett, Mrs. Kegel and
The EI Paso and Southwestern needed to bring about heavy selling. Gilmour,
Miss Cora Hayward, were In charge
company, a New Jersey corporation, There was no cause for the pronounc- of
YOLT
seating the delegates In their aswhich is the operating company for ed weakness of Union Pacific and selthe El Paso & Southwestern system, ling was generally attributed to divis- signed places.
! ! I
The delegates and visitors who
has filed an amendment with the ion of extra dividends to the traders
reached town last night and this mornreincreastate
reflected
steel
further
The
commission,
corporation
price
How can I heat and cook 'aster, better, cheaper?
ing are:
sing its capital stock from $25,000,000 duction and tariff influences.
t
Let
demonstrate to you their Cook Stoves,
Mrs. W. C. Reld, Roswell; Mrs. F. H.
ito $35,000,000, and enclosed a check
were
Bonds
easy.
South Bend Malleable Ranges and Oak Heaters; they are not betH. Roberts, Las Vegas; Mrs. Cox, Silten
for
the
fee
$1,000,
closed
filing
The
market
being
steady.
ter than the best, but better than the rest. They have a gerat vaver City; Mrs. Barry, of Newton, Kan.;
cents a thousand of capital stock.
riety of models at almost any price.
CLUBS Miss Bryant ( Portales; Mrs. J. A. MilOF
WOMEN'S
FEDERATION
Don't think that old range is "good enough for you." The differler, Albuquerque; Dr. Dora Wrleder-angeThe Federal Game Law.
ence in fuel alone in six months will pay for a new one.
Estancia; Mrs. F. W. Parker,
The state game warden has receiv(Continued from page one).
Besides, remember there Is a great difference between "the mail
Las Cruces; Mrs. L. Cowgill,
ed from the department of agriculture
order guarantee covering defectle material and workmanship" and
Mrs. J. R McFie, Santa Fe;
WE WANT THE PEOPLE OF THIS COMMUNITY TO COME IN AND
preliminary instructions regarding the Until comes the time to say Adieu.
their "guarantee of perfect satisfaction." Always dependable.
IT MEANS DOLLARS
TO
enforcing of the new federal game
The vice president, Mrs. C. E. Ma- Mrs. T. Z. Winter, Santa Fe; Mrs. DO BUSINESS WITH US ONLY BECAUSE
law with a letter stating that more ex- - son then introduced Mrs. W. J. Fugate John H. York, Las Vegas ; Mrs. M. C, THEM. BUYING AT A STORE WHERE YOU PAY MORE FOR THE SAME
plicit regulations will be sent soon. who spoke at length on the work of Homan, Deming; Mrs. K. E. Moir, QUALITY OR GET POORER HARDWARE FOR THE SAME PRICE THAN
Briefly the new system contemplates women's clubs.
Mrs. Kugate's espe- Deming; Mrs. Swope, Deming; Mrs. WE WILL GIVE YOU IS LETTING YOUR DOLLARS TAKE WINGS AND
the division of the United States into cial points were:
HUNT AROUND ALL YOU WILL, BUT YOU MUST COME
FLY AWAY.
Hanlon, Mountainalr; Miss Cora
13 districts each in charge of an inSanta Fe; Mrs. G. W. Young, TO OUR STORE TO FIND THE BEST KINDS OF HARDWARE AT THE
It is doubtful if our American club
spector who will have 200 deputy fed- women will ever take an aggressive Tularosa Mrs. Florence Garnett, Es-- j LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICE.
eral game wardens under him.
stand on any movement but it is the tancia; Mrs. K. Parkell. Estancia;
burden of my message to you women Mrs. L. A. Sherward, Tucumcari; Mrs.
WOOD-DAVI- S
Violates Parole.
For as H J. A. Constant, Estancia; Mrs. S. E.
of New Mexico to think.
HARDWARE COMPANY.
Last week. Governor McDonald pa- was said by Shakespeare that "Noth- Ward, Portales; Mrs. A. A. Kogus,
14.
"IF
HARDWARE
IT'S
PHONE 14.
roled from the state reform school.
Wfi HAVE IT."
ing's either good or bad but thinking Portales; Mrs. H. V. Bundy, Las PHONE
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